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OPENING OF SOVIET ARCHIVES
MAY SOLVE SOME HISTORICAL MYSTERIES

DAYTON, Ohio -- The expected opening of many hitherto secret
archives of the Soviet Union should help solve some long-lasting
puzzles, according to a University of Dayton historian.
Michael smith, who has studied some of the archives which
were made much more accessible a few years ago, says the opening
of the Gulag archives should be especially interesting.
One of the big mysteries concerns the disappearance of Raoul
Wallenberg, the swedish humanitarian who vanished while in Soviet
custody in Hungary in 1945.
Another major mystery concerns the fate of the last Czar and
his family who disappeared in 1917.
"Of course," Smith says, "there's no guarantee that all of
the many archives will be opened or that access will be complete.
I think that some of the documents relating to the 1917
assassination of the Czar and his family, for example, have
already been destroyed."
The piecing together of whatever is released from the many
different archives will resemble the process used by a detective
trying to solve some mystery, says Smith.
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"Khrushchev destroyed records relating to the Katyn massacre
of several thousand Polish officers in 1939 because he was
implicated 1n their deaths," says Smith, an assistant professor
of history at UD.
"For many years the soviet line was that the Nazis had been
responsible for this tragedy.

I don't doubt but that such

selective destruction or editing of some other archival material
has also taken place."
Nevertheless, Smith thinks any further opening of Soviet
archives, including those of the KGB, will be of immense aid to
historians.

This will be especially true of records relating to

major Communist Party decisions.
"The Soviets have kept massive records in many different
bureaus," he says, "and anything we get access to will be
helpful."
Smith, who examined some soviet archives last year, hopes to
obtain a grant for further such study this com1ng summer.
"Interestingly enough," he says, "the Soviet archives
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dollars, and that's one of the reasons they're opening their

records to American historians."
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For media interviews, call Michael G. smith at (513) 229-2834.

